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The nucleation of crystals is a prominent phenomenon in science and technology that still lacks
a full atomic-scale understanding. Much work has been devoted to identifying order parameters
able to track the process, from the inception of early nuclei to their maturing to critical size until
growth of an extended crystal. We critically assess and compare two powerful distance-based col-
lective variables, an effective entropy derived from liquid state theory and the path variable based
on permutation invariant vectors using the Kob-Andersen binary mixture and a combination of
enhanced-sampling techniques. Our findings reveal a comparable ability to drive nucleation when
a bias potential is applied, and comparable free-energy barriers and structural features. Yet, we
also found an imperfect correlation with the committor probability on the barrier top which was
bypassed by changing the order parameter definition.

Numerous important phenomena in nature can be
characterized as rare events, where a transition between
metastable states involves the crossing of free-energy
barriers.[1–3] Atomistic computer simulations of such
mechanisms typically require exceedingly-long trajecto-
ries so that rare spontaneous fluctuations allow for the
emergence of the critical event. Tempering, biasing and
path sampling techniques have been developed to accel-
erate the simulations by many orders of magnitude, thus
overcoming the timescale problem.[4–8] In many cases,
the success of those techniques is bound to the correct
definition of a collective variable (CV) able to precisely
track the transition from one state to the other.[9, 10]

Traditionally, each CV is designed for a specific type
of transition. In the case of crystallization, a paradig-
matic phenomenon at the focus of large theoretical and
computational efforts, the solid formation within a liq-
uid is associated with the breaking of translational and
orientational symmetries[11, 12], that can be measured,
e.g., via the local density[13] or the spherical harmonics
analysis as proposed by Steinhardt et al.[14, 15] How-
ever, such order parameters are by construction related
to geometrical properties of the final crystal. Using
them as CVs assumes implicitly that the nucleation path-
way goes through a monotonic increase of particular ge-
ometric quantities. This assumption turns out to be
well-adapted to simple systems including monodisperse
Lennard-Jones[16] and hard-spheres[17]. Yet, materials
of technological interests can exhibit more complex nu-
cleation pathways[18–21] which may not be captured by
traditional CVs. Therefore, recent efforts have been dedi-
cated to defining novel CVs that are structurally agnostic
and do not constrain the nucleation pathway, constructed
also by means of machine-learning techniques [22–27]

Two recent simple and physically-transparent CV for-
mulations tackle the problem of tracking order-disorder
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transitions based on the set of all interatomic distances:
(1) the permutation invariant vector (PIV),[28], com-
bined with the path-CV scheme,[29, 30] and (2) the ap-
proximate two-body entropy, combined with enthalpy.
[31–34] While both CV formulations have been successful
at exploring phase transitions and sampling free-energy
landscapes in a range of different systems, [20, 33, 35–39]
a critical comparison between them is, to our knowledge,
still lacking: this is the aim of this work, exploiting bi-
nary Lennard-Jones (LJ) crystallization as a non-trivial
test-case.

While numerous works focused on the exploration of
the free energy landscape for crystallization in mono-
disperse LJ [40–43], the case of binary LJ remains only
scarcely explored despite being of great interest for fun-
damental purposes. One of the most studied binary LJ
mixture was first introduced by Kob and Andersen more
than twenty years ago[44]. In particular, the glass form-
ing ability of this particular binary LJ fluid has been
employed to tackle fundamentals of the glass transition
itself[45–50]. Regarding its crystallization counterparts,
more than twenty different crystal phases were found
when using the Kob-Andersen (KA) interactions[51, 52]
and it was observed that CsCl-like crystal could rapidly
be formed when the system is at the equimolar ratio[52].
To the best of our knowledge, the nucleation mechanisms
leading to such crystal in the equimolar ratio remains un-
explored.

In this work, we examined the free energy landscape
of an equimolar mixture of binary KA particles by using
a combination of metadynamics simulations[6, 53] and
umbrella sampling[54, 55]. We found that both CVs ef-
ficiently trigger crystallization and lead to similar free
energy barriers of nucleation. However, when analyzing
detailed commitment probabilities[56], we show that such
CVs are insufficient to discriminate with high precision
the transition state. We finally demonstrate that the size
of the crystal cluster provides the sufficient additional in-
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formation to complete the set of CV.

All simulations involve 4394 atoms with the same num-
ber of A and B particles interacting through a LJ model.
For AA interactions, we define ε and σ as respectively the
energy and distance LJ parameters while for the other in-
teractions, the KA model is the following [44]: εAB/ε =
1.5, εBB/ε = 0.5, σAB/σ = 0.8, and σBB/σ = 0.88. The
NPT ensemble is employed at kBT = 0.75ε and P = 0
so that we have T/Tmelt = 0.95 [46]. LAMMPS (version
4 Jan 2019)[57] patched with PLUMED (version 2.5.1)
[58, 59] is used for the molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions and Ovito[60] and Pyscal[61] are employed for the
structure analysis.

In the case of the PIV-based CV, we constructed a liq-
uid configuration and a CsCl-type crystal which are then
relaxed at the investigated thermodynamics conditions.
The obtained configurations are then used as references
to construct a path CV named PIV.s tracking the pro-
gression from liquid to crystal:

s =
e−D(X,Xliq) + 2e−D(X,Xcry)

e−D(X,Xliq) + e−D(X,Xcry)
(1)

where X is the atomic configuration, λ =
2.3D(Xliq, Xcry), and the metric D is the squared
Euclidean distance in the space of sorted vectors of
distances, filtered via a rational coordination function
of formula (1 − (rij/r0)6)/(1 − (rij/r0)12) with rij the
distance between atoms and r0 = 1.4σ. As such, the
average of PIV.s is equal to 1.08 and 1.89 respectively
for liquid and crystal structures.

For the second CV, we employed the effective entropy,
S which is approximated from liquid state theory:

S = −2πρkB

∫ ∞
0

[g(r) ln g(r) − g(r) + 1]r2dr (2)

where g(r) is the pair-distribution function computed
with a cut-off at 2.5σ and a broadening parameter equal
to 0.05σ, kB is the Boltzman constant and ρ the density
of the system. We note that the employed implemen-
tation of the effective entropy does not distinguish be-
tween different types of atoms. Under this formulation,
the average of S is equal to −1.85 and −9.49 respectively
for liquid and crystal structures. More details on both
methods can be found in the original papers[29, 31], while
Plumed input files can be downloaded from Plumed Nest
(link available upon acceptance of the article). In all sim-
ulations, the system volume is constrained not to exceed
more than 5% the equilibrium liquid, to avoid sampling
structures with voids. This is achieved by imposing a
semi-parabolic wall on the volume with an elastic con-
stant equal to 103ε/σ3.

In the first comparison, for each of the two CVs we
performed three independent metadynamics simulations
with purposely short duration thus allowing for only one
barrier crossing event. The objective here was not to
reach an accurate measurement of the free energy land-
scape but only to rapidly find a first reactive trajectory

and critical nucleus. The height of the Gaussian kernels
is equal to 0.05 ε = 0.667kBT in both cases. The widths
are chosen as twice the standard deviation of the CVs
distribution in the liquid regime. From Fig. 1, both sam-
pling methods lead to the nucleation event with roughly
the same time scales and maximum bias height. In ad-
dition, Fig. 1(g) shows that both methods do not lead to
the emergence of several crystalline clusters at the same
time but to a single, roughly spherical cluster following
an isotropic growth. This is a remarkable result for PIV
and entropy CVs: they lead to localized nucleation events
despite being global order parameters. At this stage, it
remains difficult to observe any difference between the
two approaches.

Commitment probability analysis (CPA) consists in
determining the probability to form the crystal before
the liquid starting from a specific configuration, by gen-
erating a set of unbiased MD trajectories with differ-
ent initial velocities drawn from the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution.[3] We employed this technique in two stages.
In the first stage, atomic configurations on the tran-
sition pathway obtained with metadynamics are used
to initialize MD trajectories of relatively long duration
(> 5×104t0). Such simulations can lead to crystal growth
or melting, but can also display a cluster size lasting for
a sizable time. In the second stage, we therefore use the
latter configurations to identify a critical nucleus that is
defined as leading to the same number of crystallization
and melting trajectories from 10 independent sets of ve-
locities.

The CPA trajectories collected from this second stage
are finally used to perform umbrella sampling calcula-
tions, that allow for a relatively simple control on the
convergence of the free energy landscape. By initializing
with unbiased reactive trajectories, we sample a realis-
tic crystallization pathway and we reduce the chances to
observe hysteresis.

Although metadynamics simulations sample a large re-
gion of PIV.s and S, it remains that the nucleation bar-
rier is located in a much more narrow phase-space which
will be investigated using umbrella sampling calculations.
We used 50 windows with one-dimensional biases applied
respectively on PIV.s and S. To validate the conver-
gence of the free energy, we tested two different values
of the harmonic restraint for each CV, k = [5 × 105; 106]
and k = [2 × 104; 5 × 104] for PIV.s and S, respectively.
We applied the weighted histogram analysis method [55]
comparing the last half and the last quarter of the to-
tal simulation time of each window (4 × 105t0) in order
to estimate the error bar on the free energy. We there-
fore obtain in Fig. 2.(a.b) four free-energy curves for each
CV, that appear to be similar thus showing that the free
energy calculations are well converged with a standard
deviation of the barrier value respectively equal to 0.37
and 0.55 kBT . At this stage, we show that the two CVs
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FIG. 1. (a-d) Temporal evolution of the collective vari-
ables during metadynamics simulations. In Fig. (a,c) and
in Fig. (b,d)), the biasing is made respectively using PIV-
based and the entropy-based collective variables. (e,f) Corre-
sponding temporal evolution of the metadynamics instanta-
neous bias that results from successive Gaussians depositions.
Each color corresponds to an independent simulation. (g)
Typical images of the observed nucleation event along meta-
dynamics trajectories using using the two variables. Color
coding is based on the value of the averaged Steinhardt’s
parameters[14, 15] taken in their sixth’s order q6 and par-
ticles with q6 smaller than 0.25 are shown with a smaller size
[See SI. A for more information].

exhibit the same free energy barrier equal to 30 kBT .

After having compared both methods employing meta-
dynamics and umbrella sampling, we confronted PIV.s
and S in terms of commitment probability Pcrys. For
that purpose, configurations obtained with umbrella

sampling are used to initialize CPA. Based on results
from SI. B, we used 100 independent sets of velocities
to ensure convergence of the commitment probability.
Fig. 2.(c,d) shows Pcrys as a function of the CVs. The
black lines correspond to a hyperbolic tangent fit from
which we extracted a critical value indicated as a dotted
line in Fig. 2(a,b). In both cases, the obtained critical
value only slightly differs from the maximum of the free
energy curve. Furthermore, in Fig. 2.(e,f), we restricted
CPA to configurations that are located near the barrier
top. In both cases, it appears that instead of a peaked
distribution around Pcrys = 0.5, an indication of an opti-
mal reaction coordinate[3], we obtain distributions that
have significant values in the whole range from zero to
one. This demonstrates that both PIV.s and S are sub-
optimal CVs that can not precisely discriminate transi-
tion states from structures committed to the crystal or
to the liquid.

We further investigated the issue of the quantitative
comparison of free-energy barriers estimated from differ-
ent CVs. In SI. C we report calculations using a second
definition of PIV.s based on a shorter-range switching
function (i.e., including poorer information about atomic
environments compared to the original one). The free
energy barrier estimated from US with the latter lower-
quality CV differs by a significant amount (7 kBT repre-
senting 25%) compared to what was obtained with both

FIG. 2. (a,b) Free-energy barriers obtained with umbrella
sampling using (a) PIV.s and (b) S as CV. The dotted lines
indicate the transition-state CV values as obtained from CPA.
(c,d) Commitment probability for the two CVs (c) PIV.s, (d)
S: the dotted lines indicate the critical value deduced from a
fit of the data set. (e,f) Commitment distribution extracted
from all of the obtained transition-state configurations with
(e) PIV.s (300 samples) and (f) S (300 samples).
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the original PIV.s and S, with the commitment distribu-
tion still exhibiting a sub-optimal behavior. This result
points to the relevance of developing algorithms combin-
ing CV-optimization and sampling acceleration in order
to obtain accurate barriers. [25, 26, 62]

FIG. 3. (a,b) Commitment probability as a function of Ncrys

at fixed critical values of (c) PIV.s and (d) S. The black
lines indicate a hyperbolic tangent fit of the whole data set.
(c,d) Commitment probability distribution obtained with (c)
PIV.s and (d) S when also constraining the value of Ncrys ∈
[305 : 345]. (e,f) Typical aspect of the critical nucleation
cluster, defined as having Pcrys = 0.5. Color coding is based
on the value of q6 and particles with q6 smaller than 0.25 are
shown with a smaller size.

To shed light on the issue related to the non-peaked
distribution of CPA, we inspected the size of the largest
crystalline cluster, Ncrys, by computing the value of
the Steinhardt’s bond-orientational order parameter av-
eraged over the first neighbor shell, and defined ordered
atoms as having q6 larger than 0.25[14, 15]. In order to
identify the shortcomings in the employed CVs, we fo-
cused on structures that were selected in Fig. 2(e,f) and
plot their commitment probability Pcrys as a function of
Ncrys [See Fig. 3.(a,b)]. When filtered at critical values of
PIV.s or S, Pcrys again exhibits a clear correlation with
Ncrys, indicating that the combination of Ncrys along
with PIV.s or S might constitute an improved CV for
the crystallization pathway. Finally, we computed the
critical values of Ncrys using the hyperbolic tangent fit,
obtaining 316 and 321 atoms respectively for the S-based
and PIV.s-based datasets. As shown in Fig. 2(c,d), the
Pcrys distributions corresponding to the critical values
of simultaneously Ncrys and either PIV.s or S, albeit

obtained with fewer points than in Fig. 2(e,f) (74 for S
and 79 for PIV.s), are clearly peaked around 0.5 in both
cases. This latter result confirms that both PIV.s and
S are improved in their ability to resolve transition state
structures by combining them with Ncrys.

We note that based on this results, it can be natural
to ask if Ncrys alone provides a good committor distribu-
tion. Results shown in the SI. D demonstrate that when
taken alone, Ncrys is similar to both S or PIV. Indeed,
although Ncrys positively correlates with the committor
probability, the distribution at the critical value of Ncrys

does not lead to a narrow-peaked distribution centered
around 0.5. Further analysis of potential correlations be-
tween Ncrys and the investigated CVs can be found in
SI E. As such, we confirm the need to combine S or PIV.s
with Ncrys.

Finally, this study comparing the use of PIV and S as
order parameters gives also insights into the crystalliza-
tion mechanisms in the Kob-Andersen equimolar binary
Lennard-Jones system. Indeed, all of the configurations
with a commitment probability between 0.4 and 0.6 are
collected and characterized in terms of atomic structure
[see Table I and Fig.3.(e,f)]. First, results obtained with
both methods seem to lead to similar results. In partic-
ular, the size of the nucleus is around 335 atoms which
correspond to radii around 3 Å. We note that although
the critical nucleus is not extending through the periodic
boundary conditions, our results may still suffer from fi-
nite size since we have 44000 particles and 340 in the
critical nucleus. Regarding the binary ratio, the critical
nucleus almost respects that of the equimolar mixture
which suggest that chemical ordering is directly reached
during the nucleation event. The small value of the as-
phericity demonstrate that the nucleus is mostly spher-
ical [See Fig. 3 (e,f)]. One final structural measurement
for the obtained critical clusters concerns the chemical
ordering since the Kob-Andersen mixture is supposed to
crystallize with the CsCl chemical ordering. For that
purpose, we measured NA

SC (resp. NB
SC) the number of

single cubic atoms when isolating atoms of type A (resp.
B) using the Polyhedral template matching algorithm as
implemented in Ovito. Results in Tab. 1 show that there
is almost the same number of A and B single cubic atoms
and that most of crystalline structures within the criti-
cal cluster is made of A and B single cubic atoms thus
confirming that the obtained critical clusters follows the
CsCl chemical ordering.

A large body of literature indicates that crystal nucle-
ation is a complex process, with several features that are
system-independent (captured to some extent by classi-
cal nucleation theory) and others that are specific to the
materials and conditions. Our results carry new insight
into this old problem and allow us to draw several con-
clusions.
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PIV.s Entropy

q6 0.35± 0.01 0.36± 0.01

q4 0.041± 0.001 0.041± 0.001

Ncrys 340± 33 336± 32

Radius [σ] 3.03± 0.11 2.99± 0.09

Asphericity 0.22± 0.07 0.21± 0.07

Composition 0.482± 0.091 0.479± 0.092

NA
SC/N

B
SC 1.08± 0.04 1.07± 0.04

(NA
SC +NB

SC)/Ncrys 0.98± 0.12 0.99± 0.13

TABLE I. Structural properties of the critical cluster as ob-
tained with PIV.s and S.

First, the two CVs under examination (the PIV-based
path coordinate and the entropy-based coordinate), al-
beit different in formulation, have a comparable perfor-
mance on the binary Kob-Andersen system. In particu-
lar, both CVs lead to statistically converging free-energy
landscapes via umbrella sampling. Yet, because the com-
mitment distribution is not centered around 0.5 at the
critical barrier, the obtained quantities are not accurate
and nucleation rate can not be deduced. Meanwhile, they
allow one to accelerate via metadynamics the formation
and growth of crystal nuclei from the liquid. This result
is non-trivial to achieve in generic systems, as testified by
the difficult cases of ice (tackled with the PIV-based co-
ordinates in Ref. [29], and combining the entropy-based
coordinate with an ad-hoc structural fingerprint in Ref.
[63]) or CO2 and methane hydrates nucleation[64, 65].

Detailed inspection of the kinetic fate of atomic con-
figurations found at the barrier top (the committor prob-
ability histogram) indicate however that the two coordi-
nates are sub-optimal, and can be improved by includ-
ing additional degrees of freedom such has those encoded
in Steinhardt-based nucleus-size indicators. This result
is, again, non-trivial since the latter class of order pa-
rameters, although well-adapted in the simple case of
the single-component Lennard-Jones system[41–43, 66]
can be sub-optimal for systems undergoing a complex
non-classical nucleation pathway traversing polymorphic
and/or disordered structures.

The results of this study represent a manifestation of
the well-known ”chicken and egg” paradox in the field of
rare-events sampling and free-energy calculations: opti-
mal CVs are necessary to accelerate the sampling of a
transition in order to explore the most relevant mech-
anisms, while, at the same time, a detailed knowledge
of the most relevant mechanisms is necessary to design
beforehand optimal CVs.

A broad consensus identifies the optimal CV for a tran-
sition between two metastable states with the commit-
tor function: unfortunately, information about commit-
tor values can be obtained in practical cases only in a

very small subset of configuration space, for instance in
the vicinity of a barrier top explored with metadynam-
ics, transition path sampling, or other techniques. A CV
optimized to represent the committor in such small con-
figurational subset [10], when used in combination with
biased sampling techniques like metadynamics or um-
brella sampling is likely to drive the system towards sub-
optimal transition mechanisms and hysteresis effects, be-
cause such CV ignores the behavior of the committor in
the entirety of configurational space.

For the same reason, computing the committor his-
togram for CVs in a small subset of configurational space,
as done in this work and, customarily, in many recent
works, is a useful test that, unfortunately, even when
passed offers no guarantees about the optimality of the
same CVs in other regions of configuration space. Only
estimating the committor for all possible configurations,
an impossible task, would yield an optimal CV that guar-
antees optimal biased dynamics. This is the main reason
why biased dynamics, albeit powerful, always needs to
be used and interpreted with care.

Considering the many challenges posed by the inves-
tigation of rare events, we propose the approach in the
present work as a good compromise to bridge the commu-
nities exploiting transition path sampling and CV-biasing
techniques, providing at the same time important infor-
mation in the context of the development of machine-
learning CV optimization algorithms.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Supplementary information is split in four sections:
Crystal structure analysis, Convergence analysis of CPA,
Alternative expression of the PIV-based CV, CPA anal-
ysis for Ncrys alone and Correlation between Ncrys and
the other CVs.
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